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C. Give long answers for the following questions.

1. How did the small tribes of earlier period give way to large kingdoms?

Ans: As iron began to be used on a large scale,the thick forests of the Ganga
plains were cleared for bigger settlements.The small tribes of the earlier period
thus gave way to large kingdoms.

2. What changes in agriculture helped farmers to produce more?

Ans: The two changes in agriculture that helped farmers to produce more were as
below;

1. A greater use of the iron plough instead of the wooden plough.

2. Growing paddy saplings separately and then planting them in the fields.

3. Which factors led to an increase in trade during this period?

Ans: Trade increased in this period as money began to be used .Introduction of
copper and silver coins helped in the expansion of trade.Bridges and roads also
facilitated trade and besides land routes,trade was also carried out through sea
route.



4.Name the four varnas.What tasks did each perform?

Ans: The four varnas and their tasks were;

Varna Task

Brahmins The Brahmins taught the
Vedas and performed
rituals and sacrifices.

Kshatriyas Kshatriyas fought wars.

Vaishyas Vaishyas were traders
and agriculturalists.

Shudras Shudras served people of
the three varnas.

5. How was an iron plough better than a wooden plough?

Ans: An iron plough was better than a wooden plough because the iron plough is
much more stronger than the wooden plough and also it digs deeper into the
ground as compared to a wooden one.

6. Why is the use of money better than barter?

Ans: The use of money is better than barter in trade because money brings in
standardization and it is easy to carry as well as use in everyday transactions.


